No Matter What They Say
A comment regarding the 2018 edition…
This revised version of my biography on the band Sweet was undertaken for two simple reasons. The
first was as a tribute to acknowledge the 50th anniversary of the group’s formation. The band was
conceived in the first weeks of January 1968. Over a few jars at The Swan in Ruislip, Middlesex Brian
McManus, Mick Tucker and Frank Torpey hatched a plan to bring their talents together in a project
known as The Sweetshop. Doubtless they entertained modest, or perhaps even grandiose ambitions of
success, but it’s reasonable to assume even the most optimistic of the trio would never have foreseen just
where and how The Sweetshop ended up.
The second reason for this updated account was a decade-long itch to tidy up the previous edition
which first saw the light of day in 2007. There were some errors, inaccuracies of fact and some gaps in
the text which needed some touching up. The Internet's reach now helpfully throws even more light
into the darkest corners and obscure crevices of the British/European music scene in the 1960’s and 70’s.
I thus found it much easier to discover nuggets of new information and rectify, I hope, my major
blunders found in the original version. Along the way I’ve also managed to find yet a few people more
connected with Sweet’s history. Most were happy, if not bemused, to find themselves answering
questions about their long distant past and they are credited appropriately in the source section. Extra
special mention and sincere thanks goes to Chris, Lee and Martin- the boys of Generation X- who all
showed great insight and sensitivity in dealing with the precious memories of their chum Brian. Ric
Bennett, Kevin Smith, Phil Moss and Gordon Fairminer (again) chipped in with some previously unseen
photos and anecdotes too. Louise Longson provided invaluable encouragement and assistance
translating old articles from German to English. You’ll find that and more of her work on the excellent
TheSweetBook page on Facebook.
Unfortunately, as with previous attempts, I failed to get some obvious family, friends and confidants to
contribute to the 2018 account. In some instances the person I was seeking for comment had sadly
passed away, did not respond or simply could not be found. This version’s not perfect either, I’ll hasten
to say, but it’ll have to do. For now…
Thanks to those of you who bought the book the first time around; I hope you get something from this
edition. For first timers- up you all and good evening!

Mick Duthie
New Delhi, India
December 2017
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